
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

This project is developed in Java language. There are two part of program

implementation: Otsu Method and Manual Thresholding.

5.1.1.   OTSU METHOD

1.  BufferedImage image = ImageIO.read(selectedFile);
2.  BufferedImage imageOutputOtsu = ImageIO.read(selectedFile); 
3.  image = histogramCalc(image); 
4.  otsuRed(image); 
5.  otsuGreen(image); 
6.  otsuBlue(image); 
7.  imageOutputOtsu = otsuSegmentation(image, imageOutputOtsu);

The  code  above  executed  after  choosing  an  image  file  which  will  be

segmented  with  Otsu  method.  There  is  histogramCalc function  to  calculate

histogram  of  original  image.  There  are  three  functions  of  Otsu  calculation

(otsuRed,  otsuGreen,  otsuBlue) which return the value of optimal threshold

from  each  RGB  channel.  Then  all  of  optimal  thresholds  are  used  in

otsuSegmentation function to segment the image on all RGB channel. 

1. for (int x = 0; x < 256; x++) {
2.   sumRedMeanFg += x * valR[x];
3.   sumGreenMeanFg += x * valG[x];
4.   sumBlueMeanFg += x * valB[x];
5. }

While  counting histogram,  sum of  foreground mean also  calculated on

each color channel to be used in Otsu method. 
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1. public int otsuRed(BufferedImage image) {
2. for (int rh = 0; rh < 256; rh++) {
3.   weightRedBg = weightRedBg + valR[rh]; 
4.   weightRedFg = totalPixel - weightRedBg;
5.
6.  sumRedMeanBg += (float) (rh * valR[rh]); 
7.
8.  meanRedBg = sumRedMeanBg / weightRedBg;
9.  meanRedFg = (sumRedMeanFg - sumRedMeanBg) /  weightRedFg;
10.
11. float betweenVar = weightRedBg * weightRedFg * (meanRedBg -

meanRedFg) * (meanRedBg - meanRedFg);
12.   if (betweenVar > maxVar) {
13.     maxVar = betweenVar;
14.     optimalRedThreshold = rh;
15.   } 
16.
17.   return optimalRedThreshold;
18. }

This is function of Otsu calculation using histogram data in red channel.

Otsu  method  calculation  is  consists  of  background  weight  (weightRedBg),

foreground weight  (weightRedFg),  sum of  background mean (sumRedMeanBg),

sum of foreground mean  (sumRedMeanFg  in previous code), background mean

(meanRedBg), foreground mean (meanRedFg), and the final calculation is between

class variance (betweenVar).  There is conditional statement to search maximum

value of between class variance and optimal threshold: 

If  current  value  of  between  class  variance  is  greater  than  temporary  variable

(maxVar), then current loop iteration (rh) which same as color value is set as

optimal threshold of red channel.
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1. public BufferedImage otsuSegmentation(BufferedImage image, 
BufferedImage imageOutputOtsu){

2.    int ort = otsuRed(image);
3.    int ogt = otsuGreen(image);
4.    int obt = otsuBlue(image);
5.  
6.    for (int i = 0; i < h; i++) {
7.      for (int j = 0; j < w; j++) {
8.  Color c = new Color(image.getRGB(j,i));
9.  int red = (int)(c.getRed());
10.  int green = (int)(c.getGreen());
11.  int blue = (int)(c.getBlue());
12.
13.  if(red < ort) { red = 0; }
14.  if(green < ogt) { green = 0; }
15.  if(blue < obt) { blue = 0; } 
16.  if(red >= ort) { red = 255; }
17.  if(green >= ogt) { green = 255; }
18.  if(blue >= obt) { blue = 255; } 
19.
20.  Color newColor = new Color(red,green,blue);
21.  imageOutputOtsu.setRGB(j,i,newColor.getRGB());
22.    }} 
23.    return imageOutputOtsu;
24. }

This  is  function  of  Otsu  segmentation.  Optimal  threshold  values  from

three  color  channel  are  retrieved  with  these  functions:  otsuRed,   otsuGreen,

otsuBlue.  These optimal  threshold values are  used as comparation with color

value of original image. Then individual binarization is done in each RGB channel

to make colored segmentation. So these binarization consists of three conditional

statement to change RGB value to 0 & three others to change RGB value to 255. 
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5.1.2.  MANUAL THRESHOLDING

1. redSlider.addChangeListener(new ChangeListener(){
2. public void stateChanged(ChangeEvent e) {
3.    currRedT = redSlider.getValue();
4.
5. for (int i = 0; i < h; i++) {
6. for (int j = 0; j < w; j++) {
7.   Color c = new Color(image1.getRGB(j,i));
8.   int red = (int)(c.getRed());
9.   int green = (int)(c.getGreen());
10.   int blue = (int)(c.getBlue());
11.
12.   if(red < currRedT) { 
13.   newRed = 0; }
14.
15.   if(red >= currRedT){ 
16.   newRed = 255; }
17.
18.   Color newColor = new Color(newRed,green,blue);
19.   image2.setRGB(j,i,newColor.getRGB()); 
20. }}
21. }
22.});

This is threshold slider for the red channel. The binarization in red 

channel: If red value of image < current value of red threshold slider, then red = 0.

If red value of image >= current value of red threshold slider, then red = 255. 
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1. public void monochromeThreshold() {
2.    int currMonoT = monochromeSlider.getValue();
3.
4.     for (int i = 0; i < h; i++) {
5.       for (int j = 0; j < w; j++) {
6.         Color c = new Color(image1.getRGB(j,i));
7.         int red = (int)(c.getRed());
8.         
9.         if(red < currMonoT){
10.           red = 0;
11.         } 
12.         
13.         if(red >= currMonoT){
14.           red = 255;
15.         }
16.
17.         if(red == 0){
18.           freqBlack++;
19.         } 
20.         
21.         if(red == 255){
22.           freqWhite++;
23.         }
24.         Color newColor = new Color(red,red,red);
25.         image2.setRGB(j,i,newColor.getRGB());
26.     }}
27.      percentB = (float) (freqBlack * 100) / totalPixel;
28.      percentW = (float) (freqWhite * 100) / totalPixel;
29. }

This is function to convert image to monochrome using threshold slider. The 

monochrome threshold here is only based on red channel. Its binarization has 

same code with colored manual thresholding in previous code. The frequency of 

black pixels (0) and white pixels (255) are calculated. Then frequency data and 

total pixel of image are used to calculate the background percentage (black pixels)

and object percentage (white pixels).
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5.2 Testing

5.2.1. OTSU METHOD

This part is Otsu method testing on discrete and camouflage images.    

Comparison 1

Illustration 5.1: Discrete image 1 - Otsu

Illustration 5.2: Camouflage image 1 - Otsu
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Discrete  image  1  is  Agar.io  icon  which  has  contrast  color  between

background, circles, and text. While  camouflage  image  1  is  green  frog  with  its

surrounding that also has similar green color. These two images are data sample of

Otsu comparison between discrete and camouflage image.

Histograms  of  RGB channel  are  used  for  Otsu  data  analysis.  In  order  to

simplified the data, each histogram is divided into 5 zones from left to right on

each graph: zone 1 (0-50, darkest color), zone 2 (51-101), zone 3 (102-152), zone

4 (153-203), zone 5 (204-255, lightest color).
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On the left side there are histograms of discrete image 1. Highest peaks of 

frequency histogram on discrete image 1 are 5262 pixels (Red), 2470 pixels 

(Green), 8437 pixels (Blue). All of these peaks are located in zone 5 of histogram. 

The optimal threshold found in discrete image 1 are 117 (Red), 120 (Green), 124 

(Blue), which all of it located in zone 3.

On the right side there are histograms of camouflage image 1. While highest 

peaks of frequency histogram on camouflage image 1 are 645 pixels (Red) in zone

3, 844 pixels (Green) in zone 4, 1443 pixels (Blue) in zone 2.  The optimal 

threshold found in camouflage image 1 are 120 (Red) in zone 3, 123 (Green) in 

zone 3, 71 (Blue) in zone 2.

Illustration 5.3: Histogram of discrete image 1 Illustration 5.4: Histogram of camouflage
image 1
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All comparison results are summarized in these table:

Based on the first and second table in camouflage images part, there was

no highest peaks and optimal threshold which located in zone 5 (lightest color of

RGB). Most of its data were in zone 1, 2, 3, and less in zone 4. While in discrete

images there were more varied data which located in zone 1 until 5. 

Therefore, based on tested Otsu method and its comparison results proven

that  discrete  images  usually  have  better  segmentation  between  object  and

background than camouflage images. 

Table 5.1: Table of highest peaks zone

Table 5.2: Table of optimal threshold zone
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5.2.2. MANUAL THRESHOLDING

This part is manual threshold testing on camouflage images. If compared to

Otsu method, this method does not require histogram data for its segmentation 

process. So, the analysis for manual thresholding is based on median value of 

these threshold range: 100-120 (T = 110), 120-140 (T = 130), 140-160 (T = 150), 

160-180 (T = 170), 180-200 (T = 190). In order to simplify in differentiate object 

and background, the color images are converted to monochrome images.

Table 5.3: Camouflage image 2 – Manual

Original image T = 110 T = 130

T = 150 T = 170 T = 190

Camouflage image 2 is gray iguana with its surrounding that also has similar gray 

color. This image is a data sample of Manual thresholding on camouflage image.

Those five threshold values become comparative variable on each segmented 
image. The segmentation results are calculated how many its black and white 
pixels, then summarized in these table:
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Table 5.4: Table of Manual Threshold (Camouflage image 1-10)
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Based  on  five  different  threshold  which  applied  on  twenty  sample  of

camouflage images,  threshold value which effective in  differentiate  object  and

background is T = 110. It was caused by percentage of object (white pixels) and

Table 5.5: Table of Manual Threshold (Camouflage image 11-20)
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background (black pixels) on each camouflage image are tend to be relevant when

compared with its original image. While in other thresholds which greater than

110, the results are background dominates over the object. In other words, proven

that the greater the threshold value, the background is more dominating object, so

that it generates worse segmentation.
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5.2.3. OTSU METHOD & MANUAL THRESHOLDING

This part has purpose to  compare Otsu method and Manual thresholding on

20 discrete images and 20 camouflage images.

Results of Otsu method:

Table 5.6: Result Table of Otsu method

Original image
(Discrete)

Trial 1 Trial 2

3 - Bora-Bora

Original image
(Camouflage)

Trial 1 Trial 2

11 – Tiger

Discrete image 3 is Bora-Bora island which has contrast color between 

background (beach & sky) and object (water bungalows & mountain).While 

camouflage image 11 is a tiger with its surrounding that also has similar color. 

These two images are data sample of Otsu comparison between discrete and 

camouflage image.
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Histograms of original images are divided into 5 zones of pixel value from 0-

255 on each graph: zone 1 (0-50), zone 2 (51-101), zone 3 (102-152), zone 4

(153-203), zone 5 (204-255).   

Table 5.7: Table of Histogram

Original image
(Discrete)

Red Green Blue

3 - Bora-Bora

Original image
(Camouflage)

Red Green Blue

11 – Tiger

These histograms from each original image are data sample which compare 

between discrete and camouflage image.
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Otsu results are summarized in these table:

Table 5.8: Table of Maximum Frequency - Otsu
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Based on two trials of Otsu method which applied on 20 discrete images 

and 20 camouflage images, the frequency of histogram zone in maximum 

frequency and optimal threshold are calculated and its results are compared in 

these table:

Table 5.9: Table of Optimal Threshold - Otsu

Table 5.10: Comparison Table of Maximum Frequency
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The first comparison table is zone frequency of maximum frequency which  

known as histogram’s highest peak. The zone frequency of discrete images are 

dominated by zone 1 (darkest color of RGB, total = 26 zones) and zone 5 (lightest

color of RGB, total = 24 zones). While zone frequency of camouflage images also

dominated by zone 1 (total = 25 zones), but it have less frequency in zone 5 (only 

2 zones).    

The second comparison table is zone frequency of optimal threshold.  There

were varied increase or decrease in zone frequency between trial 1 and trial 2 of

both image type. However there was extreme frequency decrease from 29 to 0 in

zone 5 of camouflage images, and also extreme frequency increase 5 to 27 in zone

2 of camouflage images. The change of optimal threshold and its zone frequency

have important role in many tested discrete and camouflage images,  which its

segmentation results could be better in Trial 2 than Trial 1.

Table 5.11: Comparison Table of Optimal Threshold
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Result of Manual thresholding:

Discrete image 3 is Bora-Bora island which has contrast color between 

background (beach & sky) and object (water bungalows & mountain).While 

camouflage image 11 is a tiger with its surrounding that also has similar color. 

These two images are data sample of Manual threshold comparison between 

discrete and camouflage image.

Table 5.12: Result Table of Manual thresholding
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Manual threshold results are summarized in these table:
Table 5.13: Table of Manual Threshold (Discrete image 1-10)
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Table 5.14: Table of Manual Threshold (Discrete image 11-20)
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Table 5.15: Table of Manual Threshold (Camouflage image 1-10)
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Based on data rows of highest threshold (T = 190) and lowest threshold (T = 

110) which applied on all image samples, the average percentage in data 

Table 5.16: Table of Manual Threshold (Camouflage image 11-20)
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difference of background and data difference of object are calculated with these 

formula: 

Information:

BgpT2   =  Background percentage of highest threshold

BgpT1   =  Background percentage of lowest threshold

ObjpT1 =  Object percentage of lowest threshold

ObjpT2 =  Object percentage of highest threshold

N         =  Total of tested images

The purpose of this calculation is to obtain the average of background change 

and average of object change. The results are same between average of change in 

background and object: 22,76% in discrete images and 37,53% in camouflage 

images. Therefore, based on those results proven that discrete images have better 

segmentation result than camouflage images because of smaller average of change

in background and object.


